KWC in the kitchen
The power of water, harnessed in perfect form.
Good design is what transforms excellence into perfection.
Achieving excellence is part of our everyday life. With sustainability in mind, we aim to set new standards when it comes to design. After all, aesthetic perfection showcases the benefits of a product in the best possible light and creates even more value added – such as that unique sense of delight you get from handling the product day after day.

The various internationally renowned awards our faucets have received for their design and innovation are testament to our exceptional achievements in creating aesthetic appeal. Below is a selection of some of our most prestigious accolades.
KWC technologies

**jetclean**
The jetclean faceplate prevents limescale from building up on your kitchen spray and does some of your cleaning work for you. When water is flowing, the cone-shaped holes on the faceplate expand, dislodging any limescale deposits. The holes go back to their normal size when the water flow is switched off.

**luminaqua®**
A touch of a button is all it takes for this brilliant technology to transform the jet of water from your faucet into a wonderful play of light. The light ring is integrated so subtly into the pull-out aerator that it is virtually invisible. The LEDs have a very long lifespan but use very little electricity, and the light switches off automatically after 30 to 45 minutes.

**turn and clean**
*turn and clean (tac) – the name says it all: simply turn, clean and the job is done. Thanks to this technology, you can dismantle the faceplate on your kitchen spray in just one movement, making it quick and easy to clean.*

**turn and lock**
*turn and lock (tal) keeps things brief: simply press, turn and it locks into place. This keeps the jet of water from your kitchen spray flowing exactly where you want it.*

**KWC highflex™**
This patented spring hose knows how to respond to good guidance. It can be moved flexibly in any direction, is easy to clean and stays reliably in place when it is not being used.
flexguard™
This innovative sealing membrane keeps KWC faucets watertight for a long period of time. It protects the control cartridge from residue left by cleaning agents and dirt. The lever support is reinforced with a metal core and integrated into the membrane, reliably preventing the lever from coming loose.

touchcontrol
The touchcontrol protection solution with its dual water guidance system ensures that you never burn your fingers on your faucet. The insulated hot water supply with a "double skin" principle keeps the body of the faucet warm without letting it get too hot.

tipcontrol
On low-contact faucets with DDSA® sensor technology, you can set the water temperature to suit your personal preference. One tap means cold (blue), two taps means warm (orange) and three means hot (red). Pressing the faucet for five seconds will activate the cleaning function (green).

KWC control cartridges
These technological masterpieces are absolutely reliable – after all, they have been tried and tested countless times. KWC control cartridges feature a new integrated bottom seal that offers even more resistance against pressure surges. Some faucet lines only use KWC’s safety control cartridges that come with a reinforced stopper for limiting the temperature and can also withstand a very high level of strain on the lever.
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KWC
ZOE
touch light PRO
KWC ZOE touch light PRO is a faucet controlled using smart technology. It responds intuitively to a gentle touch and is extremely easy to programme to suit your personal habits and needs. The full range of functions is encapsulated in the round operating unit, which features a ring of light that indicates what the faucet is doing at any given time. So you have everything you need at your fingertips!

**Touch and refresh – 1 x tap**
Cold water = blue. For drinking a quick glass of water, washing fruit or preparing salad.

**Touch and clean – 2 x tap**
Warm water = orange. For quickly washing your hands, rinsing off a plate or filling small pans.

**Touch and prepare – 3 x tap**
Hot water = red. For filling pasta pans and kettles or washing up roasting tins and baking trays.
Touch and refresh

Touch and clean

Touch and prepare
Stunning style meets smart technology, while aesthetic appeal is combined with functionality. With every turn, this faucet is transformed into a work of sculptural art. Every time you use it, it adapts even more to your personal needs. And every individual adjustment helps to save more energy and water.

One way or another
Just one press of the diverter button on the shower head is all it takes to switch from a full Neoperl® spray to a fine needle spray.

On and off
A touch of a button is all it takes for luminaqua® to transform the jet of water from your faucet into a wonderful play of light. The light switches off automatically after 30 minutes.
With KWC ZOE, you can channel our 140 years of expertise in working with water into your kitchen in the form of a sculptural masterpiece. This faucet combines clever functions with a captivating interplay of light and water and the distinctive hallmark of a master in unparalleled perfection. In short, KWC ZOE brings a whole new level of luxury to your kitchen.

**One way or another**
Just one press of the diverter button on the shower head is all it takes to switch from a full Neoperl® spray to a fine needle spray.

**On and off**
A touch of a button is all it takes for luminaqua® to transform the jet of water from your faucet into a wonderful play of light. The light switches off automatically after 30 minutes.
Evocative and enduring

Subtle yet powerful
The elegant yet robust operating lever blends discreetly into the background thanks to its dark-coloured design, but its functional qualities soon come to the fore: the flow rate and water temperature can be controlled extremely intuitively and with tactile, comfortable ease.

Safe and sound
KWC ZOE particularly proves its worth in households where small children are around. Cold water flows when the lever is pointing forward and mixed water runs when it is in the central position, keeping guests of all ages safe from scalding in the kitchen.
Style icon

All of the latest trends in architecture and interior design have been incorporated into the development of KWC ZOE, while new finishes add the final touch to the range: this premium product is now available with a classic black, an elegant glacier white surface or with a ‘decor steel’ stainless steel effect. This array of colours makes KWC ZOE ideal for a wide range of applications to suit all kinds of different lifestyles.
KWC
ONO
touch light PRO
KWC ONO touch light PRO makes every important element seem simple, leaving you to focus on the essential issues in the kitchen and bathroom. This clever faucet takes the benefits offered by the electronically operated KWC ONO and enhances them with a touch of sophistication and an even greater dose of technological intelligence.

**Push and turn**
With this faucet, the exception is the rule: you can fine-tune the pre-set water temperatures and flow rates which ever way you like. A gentle turn is all that is required to adjust the temperature, or just push and turn to change the flow rate.

**Tip: just tap**
You can call up pre-set water temperatures and flow rates quickly and conveniently by simply tapping the operating unit: one tap means cold (blue), two taps means warm (orange) and three means hot (red). Of course, you can also adjust these settings to suit you.
A technological masterpiece

Near and far
The spout on this faucet can receive your orders from a distance too. The wireless operating unit can be installed anywhere you want in the room or attached to the faucet itself with a magnet.
KWC ONO appeals to your appreciation for all things practical – and to your sophistication. That is why this simple faucet for the bathroom and kitchen is not only designed to be extra robust, but also has an exceptionally fine finish. KWC ONO ably assists you with its intelligent functions, yet it is always the perfect picture of elegance.

**High-tech and highly flexible**
The innovative KWC highflex™ spring hose opens your kitchen door to the future. This hose, designed as a sweeping curve, can be moved in any direction, returns to its original position automatically and stays firmly in place when it is not being used – even without a spray holder.
A graceful little multitasker

Direct and precise
The KWC ONO operating level is made of the kind of unbreakable, corrosion-resistant stainless steel you would normally find in medical technology. This means that you can count on perfect precision when you use it.
Simply smart: that’s the long and short of it

This pull-out aerator has both brains and style. It can extend up to 70 cm if you pull it out, but otherwise retires politely and seamlessly back into the spout.
KWC
INOX
KWC INOX knows that you appreciate good performance. Made of stainless steel, this faucet is as immaculate and robust as its material suggests and is sure to set plenty of new standards in your kitchen – whether it is in terms of material quality, precision or elegance.

**In and out**
This pull-out aerator has both brains and style. It can extend up to 70 cm if you pull it out, but otherwise retires politely and seamlessly back into the spout.

**turn and lock (tal)**
turn and lock (tal) keeps things brief: simply turn and it locks into place. This keeps the jet of water from your kitchen faucet flowing exactly where you want it.
KWC

EVE
KWC EVE is designed to appeal to your sense of elegance. The feminine silhouette of this shapely beauty captivates you with both its style and its sophistication. The integrated LEDs illuminate the jet of water to create an enchanting sculpture of light, while in terms of functionality, KWC EVE is a shining example of sustainable innovation.

**Covert and discreet**
This covered pull-out aerator shares its secrets with you alone. The pull-out spray with a flexible hose is integrated into the spout with perfect discretion.

**Bright and brilliant**
To create the right atmosphere in your kitchen, you can activate the luminaqua® play of light whenever the mood strikes you. The light ring is integrated into the pull-out aerator, making it seem invisible, while the LEDs have a very long lifespan but use very little electricity.

**On and off**
A touch of a button is all it takes for luminaqua® to transform the jet of water from your faucet into a wonderful play of light. The light switches off automatically after 45 minutes.
KWC LIVELLO will keep your kitchen standards on the straight and narrow, even if the body of the lever mixer runs off in a crosswise direction. With this high-quality kitchen faucet, you are sending out a clear message that you feel right at home with top quality.
KWC SIN not only enables you to fulfil your aesthetic ambitions; it says something about your good sense too. After all, it enhances your kitchen with an extra touch of sensuality and intelligent functionality. This kitchen showpiece is available in four versions.

**High-tech and highly flexible**

The innovative highflex™ spring hose from KWC opens your kitchen door to the future. This curved hose can be moved in any direction, returns to its original position automatically and stays firmly in place when it is not being used. If you place the spring hose in the spray holder with the help of a positioning aid, you can use it as a stable swivel spout that can be rotated 360°.
Subtle inspiration

There is no place where senses and sensuality are more apparent than in the kitchen. It is these two ingredients that have been combined to create KWC SIN.
KWC SAROS is guaranteed to draw attention and adds an extra special and distinctive touch to your kitchen, whether you prefer classic styles or modern design. This high-quality faucet line highlights both your courage to be different and your love of clever details.

**Smart and switchable**

Just one press of the switch button on the shower head is all it takes to switch from a full Neoperl® spray to a fine needle spray. You can lock these settings – the automatic reset function takes care of the rest.

The extendable magnetic spray on this faucet knows when enough is enough. After use, it automatically docks back onto the spout and locks into place with a click.
KWC AVA will satisfy both your fine sense of style and your requirement for reliable Swiss quality and state-of-the-art technology. With this faucet, you are sending out a clear message in your kitchen or bathroom: whoever lives here knows precisely what he or she wants.

**Up and down**
The flat lever is KWC AVA’s trademark feature. Elegantly slim, it nevertheless fits extremely snugly in your hand, ensuring that KWC AVA cuts a fine figure in any position.
Safe and spotless
The hard-wearing elastomer rubber ring around the pre-rinse spray protects dishes during washing up.

Conical or parallel
With this pre-rinse spray, you can switch between two different spray profiles in just one simple step. Simply turn the faceplate over to change from a cone spray to a parallel spray.

Ready and able
The jetclean faceplate keeps itself free of limescale build-up thanks to its holes, which expand when water is flowing and contract when it stops.

The KWC SYSTEMA modular faucet system is designed to assist chefs in professional kitchens. This sophisticated faucet therefore offers you a wide range of functions and applications for kitchens of all sizes. All of these features complement each other and can be mixed and matched in whatever way you want.
With KWC PIANA, you are sending out a clear message: ensuring honest quality in your kitchen is more important to you than putting on a show. In many respects, this premium all-round solution is straightforward; it offers extensive functions, ease of use and excellent value for money. With the wide range of KWC PIANA faucets available, you will be spoilt for choice – but whichever one you choose, it is sure to make working with water an enjoyable experience for you.

Simple yet effective
You benefit from exceptional ease of use and greater hygiene thanks to the seamlessly integrated membrane on this switching. It simply keeps any dirt particles out.
Ergonomic and automatic
With its cleverly thought-out lever design, KWC ADRENA responds deftly to the movements of your hand. The semicircular shape of the underside of the lever and its flattened tip makes it naturally smooth to operate.

KWC ADRENA knows that you appreciate straightforward practicality. That is why this timeless faucet not only outwardly exudes the tried-and-tested quality of KWC’s Swiss-made products, but also satisfies your high standards in terms of functionality.
KWC BLISS
It won’t take you long to discover that KWC BLISS is an absolute joy, whether you are choosing a faucet, using it or calculating your budget. Its playful lines and brilliant design set the scene in your kitchen with expert perfection. And KWC BLISS is ideal for smaller budgets too – without compromising on convenience or quality, of course.

**Ready and able**
The jetclean faceplate prevents limescale from building up on your kitchen spray and makes cleaning less of an effort for you. When water is flowing, the holes in the faceplate expand and dislodge any limescale deposits. The holes go back to their normal size when the water flow is switched off.

**Quick and clean**
If limescale deposits build up on the faceplate of your faucet, the turn and clean fastening mechanism will come to your aid: simply turn, clean and the job is done.
With KWC LUNA, quality is no longer a matter of price. The slim design of this faucet line will take the character of your kitchen to a whole new level. With its amazing variety of functions and extremely attractive price range, KWC LUNA is simply the obvious choice.

**Clever and convenient**
Little details make all the difference: KWC LUNA’s coordinated swivel spout and operating lever create a perfect sense of visual harmony. This faucet’s extensive 160° swivel range guarantees a high level of convenience for work and optimum functionality.

**Ready and able**
The jetclean faceplate prevents limescale from building up on your kitchen spray and makes cleaning less of an effort for you. When water is flowing, the holes in the faceplate expand and dislodge any limescale deposits. The holes go back to their normal size when the water flow is switched off.
If you are a designer, an architect, a developer, an investor or a plumber, you may already recognise KWC DOMO as a symbol for our age. The high-quality lever mixer has been one of Switzerland’s most frequently installed models since 1982. This perennial product from KWC offers you proof that good things last – but there is still always room for improvement.

**Tightly sealed**
This innovative sealing membrane keeps your faucets watertight for a long period of time. It protects the control cartridge from residue left by cleaning agents and dirt. The lever support is reinforced with a metal core and integrated into the membrane, reliably preventing the lever from coming loose.
This superstar of a two-handle mixer will keep your kitchen in vogue. The KWC STAR range’s versatile designs have two things in common: top-quality workmanship and sophisticated technology.
KWC VITA PRO
Some people – such as doctors, care staff and patients – need to be able to rely on an extra-high standard of user-friendliness and hygiene. KWC VITA PRO has proved itself to be the perfect all-round support in this respect. The exceptionally robust loop on the lever mixer sits comfortably in your hand with a good grip and is intuitive to use.

**Grip and go**

This easy-to-grip loop lever made of skin-friendly polyamide is a handy feature for frequently used kitchens or bathrooms in any situation. It can be shortened from 185 mm to 123 mm or mounted at a 180° angle. The lever’s looped shape means it can be held and operated in various different ways, from hooking onto it to moving it with your elbow or the back of your hand.
KWC soap dispenser
The large soap container, which is concealed under the sink, has a capacity of 300 ml and is easy to fill from the top thanks to sophisticated technology. KWC soap dispensers provide an extra touch of comfort you won’t want to do without.
**Kitchen with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology, touch light PRO**

Electronic controlled
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.242.000FL
all chrome, A 215, mains receiver
Flow rate normal spray 9 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology, touch light PRO**

Electronic controlled
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.242.127FL
decor steel, A 215, mains receiver
Flow rate normal spray 9 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)
Kitchen with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology

**Lever mixer**
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

### KWC-Nr.

**10.201.122.000FL**
- all chrome, A 215, mains receiver
- Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

**10.201.122.127FL**
- decor steel, A 215, mains receiver
- Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr.

**10.201.122.106FL**
- black, A 215, mains receiver
- Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr.

**10.201.122.150FL**
- glacier white, A 215, mains receiver
- Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.102.000FL
all chrome, A 215

Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.102.127FL
decor steel, A 215

Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.102.106FL
black, A 215

Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Covered pull-out spray
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.201.102.150FL
glacier white, A 215

Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)
Soap dispensers

Soap dispenser KWC ZOE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.586.000

color: all chrome

---

Soap dispensers

Soap dispenser KWC ZOE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.586.127

color: decor steel

---

Soap dispensers

Soap dispenser KWC ZOE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.586.106

color: black

---

Soap dispensers

Soap dispenser KWC ZOE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.586.150

color: glacier white
KWC ONO touch light PRO

**Kitchen with LED-technology**
Electronic controlled
- 2-hole
- Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**
10.652.012.000FL
all chrome, A 220, mains receiver
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen with LED-technology**
Electronic controlled
- Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**
10.651.032.000FL
all chrome, A 220, mains receiver
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen with LED-technology**
Electronic controlled
- Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**
10.651.022.000FL
all chrome, A 220, mains receiver
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen with LED-technology**
Electronic controlled
- KWC highflex™
- 3-hole
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**
10.653.112.000FL
all chrome, A 220, mains receiver
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)
Spray: Flow rate 4 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen with LED-technology**
Electronic controlled
- KWC highflex™
- 2-hole
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**
10.652.132.000FL
all chrome, A 220, mains receiver
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)
Spray: Flow rate 4 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen with LED-technology**

- Electronic controlled
- KWC highflex™
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.651.122.000FL**

- All chrome, A 220, mains receiver

- Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
- Spray: Flow rate 4 l/min (3 bar)
### KWC-Nr. 10.151.023.000FL
- **Material:** all chrome, A 225
- **Flow rate:** 12 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr. 10.151.023.700FL
- **Material:** stainless steel, A 225
- **Flow rate:** 12 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr. 10.151.033.000FL
- **Material:** all chrome, A 220
- **Flow rate:** normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar), needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr. 10.151.033.700FL
- **Material:** stainless steel, A 220
- **Flow rate:** normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar), needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr. 10.151.102.000FL
- **Material:** all chrome, A 200
- **Flow rate:** 12 l/min (3 bar)

### KWC-Nr. 10.151.102.700FL
- **Material:** stainless steel, A 200
- **Flow rate:** 12 l/min (3 bar)

### Kitchen Lever mixer
- **Type:** Pull-out aerator covered
- **Feature:** Hose guide, swivelling 360°

### Kitchen Lever mixer
- **Type:** Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- **Feature:** Hose guide, swivelling 105°

### Kitchen Lever mixer
- **Type:** Swivel spout 270°
- **Feature:** Swivel spout 360°

### Kitchen Lever mixer
- **Type:** Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- **Feature:** Hose guide, swivelling 360°

### Kitchen Lever mixer
- **Type:** Pull-out aerator covered
- **Feature:** Hose guide, swivelling 360°
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- KWC highflex™
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**

10.151.423.000FL
- all chrome, A 220
10.151.423.700FL
- stainless steel, A 220

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)
Spray: Flow rate 3 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.151.413.000FL
- all chrome, A 220
10.151.413.700FL
- stainless steel, A 220

Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- 2-hole
- Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.152.413.000FL
- all chrome, A 220

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- KWC highflex™
- 2-hole
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**

10.152.423.000FL
- all chrome, A 220

Flow rate 8 l/min (3 bar)
Spray: Flow rate 3 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- 2-hole
- Pull-out aerator covered
- Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.152.322.000FL
- all chrome, A 200

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- KWC highflex™
- 3-hole
- Swivel spout 360°
- Professional spray 360° turn

**KWC-Nr.**

10.153.223.000FL

all chrome, A 220

Flow rate 8 l/min (3 bar)

Spray: Flow rate 3 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Swivel spout 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.151.043.700FL

stainless steel, A 225

Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer

- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out spray with KWC jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 105°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.151.053.700FL

stainless steel, A 220

Flow rate normal spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Soap dispensers**

Soap dispenser KWC ONO

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.060.000

all chrome

Z.536.060.700

stainless steel
### Kitchen

**Lever mixer**  
- **Swivel spout 160°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.271.023.700FL
stainless steel, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

### Kitchen

**Lever mixer**  
- **Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean**  
- **Hose guide, swivelling 130°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.271.033.700FL
stainless steel, A 235
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

10.271.033.736FL
stainless steel/matte black, A 235

### Kitchen

**Lever mixer**  
- **Pull-out aerator**  
- **Hose guide, swivelling 130°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.271.103.700FL
stainless steel, A 230
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

### Kitchen

**Lever mixer**  
- **Pull-out aerator covered**  
- **Hose guide, swivelling 360°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.271.303.700FL
stainless steel, A 230
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

### Kitchen

**Lever mixer**  
- 2-hole  
- **Pull-out aerator covered**  
- **Hose guide, swivelling 360°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.272.123.700FL
stainless steel, A 200, mains receiver
Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)

### Kitchen with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology

**Lever mixer**  
- **Swivel spout 160°**

**KWC-Nr.**  
10.272.123.700FL
stainless steel, A 200, mains receiver
Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)
Soap dispensers
Soap dispenser KWC INOX

KWC-Nr.
Z.536.062.700
stainless steel
### Kitchen with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology

**KWC-Nr.**

- 10.121.103.000FL
  - all chrome, A 225, mains receiver
  - Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

- 10.121.103.150FL
  - glacier white, A 225, mains receiver
  - Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

- 10.121.103.151FL
  - black chrome-plated, A 225, mains receiver
  - Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

- 10.121.102.000FL
  - all chrome, A 190, mains receiver
  - stainless steel, A 190, mains receiver
  - Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Pull-out aerator covered
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.111.102.000FL
all chrome, A 190

10.111.102.700FL
stainless steel, A 225

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Pull-out aerator covered
- Hose guide, swivelling 270°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.111.103.000FL
all chrome, A 225

10.111.103.700FL
stainless steel, A 225

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)

**Soap dispensers**

Soap dispenser KWC EVE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.063.000
all chrome

Z.536.063.700
stainless steel

**Soap dispensers**

Soap dispenser KWC EVE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.063.150
glacier white

**Soap dispensers**

Soap dispenser KWC EVE

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.063.151
black chrome-plated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kitchen</th>
<th>KWC-Nr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lever mixer</td>
<td>10.231.013.000FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all chrome, A 225</td>
<td>Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever mixer</td>
<td>10.231.013.700FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stainless steel, A 225</td>
<td>Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever mixer</td>
<td>10.231.103.000FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all chrome, A 225</td>
<td>Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever mixer</td>
<td>10.231.103.700FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stainless steel, A 225</td>
<td>Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever mixer</td>
<td>10.231.043.700FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stainless steel, A 225</td>
<td>Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Kitchen**

- Lever mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out aerator
- Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.231.053.700FL

Stainless steel, A 225

Flow rate 10 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

- Lever mixer
  - Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.261.012.000FL

- all chrome, A 200
- Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

- Lever mixer
  - KWC highflex™
  - Spray 360° turn
  - Swivel spout 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.261.432.000FL

- all chrome, A 200
- Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 6 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

- Lever mixer
  - Pull-out spray 360° turn
  - Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.261.002.000FL

- all chrome, A 200
- Flow rate normal spray 7 l/min (3 bar)
- Flow rate needle spray 6 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

- Lever mixer
  - Pull-out aerator covered
  - Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.261.102.000FL

- all chrome, A 200
- Flow rate 8 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Soap dispensers**

- Soap dispenser KWC SIN

**KWC-Nr.**

Z.536.332.000

- all chrome
Kitchen
Lever mixer
– Swivel spout 160°

KWC-Nr.
10.181.012.000FL
all chrome, A 200
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
– Swivel spout 160°

KWC-Nr.
10.181.992.000FL
all chrome, A 165
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
– Pull-out spray - magnetic tight-fit holder
– Hose guide, swivelling 360°

KWC-Nr.
10.181.003.000FL
all chrome, A 250
Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 8 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Lever mixer
– Pull-out spray - magnetic tight-fit holder
– Hose guide, swivelling 360°

KWC-Nr.
10.181.002.000FL
all chrome, A 180
Flow rate normal spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 8 l/min (3 bar)
KWC-Nr.  
10.191.023.000FL  
all chrome, A 210  
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)  

10.191.023.127FL  
decor steel, A 210  
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)  

KWC-Nr.  
10.191.033.000FL  
all chrome, A 210  
Flow rate normal spray 9 l/min (3 bar)  
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)  

10.191.033.127FL  
decor steel, A 210  
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)  

KWC-Nr.  
10.191.103.000FL  
all chrome, A 205  
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)  

10.191.103.127FL  
decor steel, A 205  
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)  

KWC-Nr.  
10.191.113.000FL  
all chrome, A 210  
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)  

10.191.113.127FL  
decor steel, A 210  
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)  

KWC-Nr.  
10.191.003.000FL  
all chrome, A 205  
Flow rate normal spray 9 l/min (3 bar)  
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)  

10.191.003.127FL  
decor steel, A 205  
Flow rate 9 l/min (3 bar)
Soap dispensers
Soap dispenser KWC AVA

KWC-Nr.

Z.536.159.000
all chrome

Z.536.159.127
decor steel
**Kitchen Lever mixer**
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 140°

**KWC-Nr.**
- 10.501.003.736 stainless steel/matte black, A 215
- 10.501.004.736 stainless steel/matte black, A 260

Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen Lever mixer**
- Pull-out aerator
- Hose guide, swivelling 140°

**KWC-Nr.**
- 10.501.042.000 all chrome, A 200
- 10.501.042.700 stainless steel, A 200

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen Lever mixer**
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 140°

**KWC-Nr.**
- 10.501.102.000 all chrome, A 200
- 10.501.102.700 stainless steel, A 200

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen Lever mixer**
- Hose guide, swivelling 160°
- Swivel spout 160°
- Pull-out Pre-rinse spray

**KWC-Nr.**
- 10.501.134.000 all chrome, A 300

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
Spray outlet: Flow rate 15 l/min (3 bar)
Kitchen

- Lever mixer
- Swivel spout 180°
- Pre-rinse spray

KWC-Nr.

10.501.154.000
all chrome, A 300, with wall flange

10.501.144.000
all chrome, A 300, without wall flange

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
Spray outlet: Flow rate 15 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.361.023.000FL
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 11 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.361.033.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate normal spray 11 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Kitchen
Leaver mixer
- Swivel spout 160°

KWC-Nr.
10.321.023.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Leaver mixer
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

KWC-Nr.
10.321.033.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate normal spray 11 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Leaver mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Swivel spout 160°

KWC-Nr.
10.321.043.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Leaver mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

KWC-Nr.
10.321.053.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate normal spray 10 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)

Kitchen
Leaver mixer
- Swivel spout 140°

KWC-Nr.
10.321.063.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
KWC-Nr.

10.021.023.000FL
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate 6 l/min (3 bar)

10.021.033.000FL
all chrome, A 235
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate normal spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)

KWC-Nr.

10.025.023.000LLFL
all chrome, A 230, low pressure
Flow rate 6 l/min (3 bar)

10.025.033.000
all chrome, A 235, low pressure
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate normal spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.211.023.000FL
all chrome, A 230

10.211.023.127FL
decor steel, A 230

10.215.023.000FL
all chrome, A 230, low pressure

10.215.023.127FL
decor steel, A 230, low pressure

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate low pressure 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.211.033.000FL
all chrome, A 220

10.211.033.127FL
decor steel, A 220

10.215.033.000FL
all chrome, A 220, low pressure

10.215.033.127FL
decor steel, A 220, low pressure

Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 11 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate normal spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray low pressure 6 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.211.043.000FL
all chrome, A 230

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.211.053.000FL
all chrome, A 220

Flow rate normal spray 10 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 9 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Swivel spout 140°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.211.063.000FL
all chrome, A 230

Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.061.023.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.061.023.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.061.033.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray with KWC-jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.061.033.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray - magnetic tight-fit holder
- Hose guide, swivelling 360°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.061.043.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Lever mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out spray with KWC jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

10.061.053.000FL
all chrome, A 230

Flow rate normal spray 10 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 10 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

Two-handle mixer
- Detachable for installation below windows – detached 55 mm
- Pull-out spray with KWC jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

K.10.41.03.000A03
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 13 l/min (3 bar)

---

**Kitchen**

Two-handle mixer
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

K.10.41.23.000A02
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)
**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Swivel spout 160°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.291.023.000FL**
all chrome, A 225
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray with KWC-Jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.291.033.000FL**
all chrome, A 230
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray with KWC-Jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.291.023.000LLFL**
all chrome, A 225, with long lever
Flow rate 12 l/min (3 bar)

**Kitchen**

**Lever mixer**
- flexGuard™
- Pull-out spray with KWC-Jetclean
- Hose guide, swivelling 130°

**KWC-Nr.**

**10.291.033.000LLFL**
all chrome, A 230, with long lever
Flow rate normal spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Flow rate needle spray 12 l/min (3 bar)
Soap dispensers
Soap dispenser KWC AVA

KWC-Nr.
Z.536.159.000
all chrome
Z.536.159.127
decor steel

Soap dispensers
Soap dispenser KWC EVE

KWC-Nr.
Z.536.063.000
all chrome
Z.536.063.150
stainless steel
Z.536.063.151
black chrome-plated
Z.536.063.700
stainless steel

Soap dispensers
Soap dispenser KWC INOX

KWC-Nr.
Z.536.062.700
stainless steel
### Soap dispensers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KWC ONO</td>
<td>Z.536.060.000</td>
<td>all chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z.536.060.700</td>
<td>stainless steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Soap dispenser KWC ONO

### Soap dispensers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KWC SIN</td>
<td>Z.536.332.000</td>
<td>all chrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Soap dispenser KWC SIN

### Soap dispensers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KWC PRIMO</td>
<td>Z.536.109.000</td>
<td>all chrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Soap dispenser KWC PRIMO
### Soap dispensers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KWC-Nr.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z.536.586.000</td>
<td>all chrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z.536.586.127</td>
<td>decor steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z.536.586.106</td>
<td>black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z.536.586.150</td>
<td>glacier white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Soap dispenser KWC ZOE**
Technical information

The kitchen faucet applications shown in this brochure are examples only. The technology and design may be subject to change during further product development. The suitability of the faucets for the property concerned must be checked on a case-by-case basis. Planning and technical implementation is subject exclusively to the specifications and assembly and service instructions provided by Franke Water Systems AG, KWC. Relevant information can be ordered from KWC or found at www.kwc.com.

Differences in colour on different parts of a stainless steel faucet cannot be excluded. This may be caused by various factors:

1. Slight differences in material composition may cause the stainless steel to take on a different tone (more yellow or blue in colour).
2. Different cooling or production treatment parameters may also cause colour differentiation.
3. Different surface consistencies caused by the production process (grinding, turning) may result in differences in light refraction.

In a conscious effort to make both the material and the production process clearly visible, no surface coatings are used on KWC stainless steel faucets.

By keeping production tolerances at a low level, KWC tries to keep colour differentiation to a minimum.

Subject to changes to the range and models and technical modifications. Dimensions given in mm.